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Let Q be the probability space of all O-1 sequences of length n, with P((a,);) = 
px”‘(l -p)“-2%. For a set A ci2 and a natural number t, let A,,, be the set of 
sequences with Hamming distance at most t from A. The main aim of this paper 
is to prove that if A is a down-set and P(A)>zt=, (:)p’(l -p)“-’ then 
P(Al,,) B Et=+; (:)p’(l -P)“-‘. This result generalises Harper’s theorem on the 
isoperimetric inequality in the cube. 10 1991 Academic Pms, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, martingale inequalities have been used to prove that certain 
events in the space %(Pz) of random graphs have exponentially small 
probabilities [3]. For constant values of p, essentially the same concentra- 
tion of probability can be deduced from Harper’s [7] isoperimetric 
inequality on the cube (0, 1 }” (see [4]). Harper’s result states that if d is 
a subset of (0, l}” = zP( { 1, . . . . PZ}) satisfying 1~~21 >cf=, (T) then its bound- 
ary ad = {A E 9( { 1, . . . . n}) : IA ABI < 1 for some BEG!‘} satisfies ~c%zz’~ 2 
c5=‘,’ (3 
The main aim of this paper is to extend Harper’s isoperimetric inequality 
to the weighted cube, i.e., to the cube (0, 1 }” in which the probability of 
a point a = (a,); is p=“‘( 1 -p)“-=.“‘. This probability space, with n replaced 
by IV= (;), corresponds to the space 2$,(n) of random graphs (see 
~2, P. 321). 
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In Section 1 we prove a best possible isoperimetric inequality in the 
weighted cube. Our approach is to introduce some operators, to be called 
symmetrisation operators, which are to act on a set system. However, there 
may be very few set systems of the same weight, and for this reason it is 
too restrictive to consider only set systems. We generalise the concept of a 
set system to that of a fractional set system. There are many possible ways 
of extending the notion of the boundary from set systems to fractional set 
systems. Our aim is to define the boundary in such a way that the 
symmetrisation operators act naturally on the fractional systems and their 
boundaries. Indeed, once we have understood fractional systems, their 
boundaries, and symmetrisation operators, the isoperimetric inequality 
follows easily. In the case when all the weights are equal, our proof reduces 
to a particularly simple proof of Harper’s theorem. 
In Section 2 we extend these results from the cube to the grid [k]“. As 
a special case, we obtain alternative proofs of some results from [S] and 
from [IS]. 
In Section 3 we apply our isoperimetric inequality in the cube to random 
graphs, obtaining asymptotic estimates for the probabilities mentioned 
above. These estimates are a considerable improvement upon those 
obtained through the use of martingale inequalities. 
Our notation and terminology are fairly standard. If x and y are 
vertices of a connected graph G, the distance d(x, y) is the length of a 
shortest path from x to y. For a set A of vertices of G, let d(A, y) = 
inf{d(x, y) : XE A}, and for t = 0, 1, . . . . define the t-boundary of A as 
A(,)= { yg G : d(A, y)< t}. We usually write A(,, as 8A, and call it the 
boundary of A. 
We regard 9(X) = P( (1, . . . . n}) as a graph by joining A to B if 
1 A ABJ = 1. A set system d c P(X) is a down-set if A c B and BE d imply 
AEd. 
We use the slightly unusual notation [ZC] for (0, 1, . . . . k - 11. We write 
[k]” for the grid {x = (xi); E h” : xie [k] for all i}, where x is joined to y 
if for some i we have [xi - yil = 1 and xj = yi for all j # i. Thus the graph 
[k]” is just the product of n paths of order k. It is natural to regard [k]” 
as a subset of Z:. For x, y E [k]” we write x < y if xi < yi for all i. A set 
A c [k]” is a down-set if, whenever y E A and x < y, we have x E A. We also 
use the above terminology for the graph Z: = {x E Z” : xi 2 0 for all i}, a 
product of n infinite paths. The standard basis of Z” is written e,, . . . . e,; for 
example, in [k]” the vector (1, 0,2,0, . . . . 0) is denoted by e, + 2e,. 
The complement of a set Zc X= { 1, . . . . n} is written 1 Thus, for example, 
[k]’ denotes {XE [k]” : xi = 0 for all ie Z}. For simplicity, brackets and 
commas are often omitted. Thus the value of a functionf on P(X) at a set 
ii ,, . . . . ik} is written asf(i,, . . . . ik) orf(i, . . . ik). 
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Given real-valued functions f, g on a set Y, we write j< g if j( y) < g(y) 
for all y E Y. The function f v g is defined by f v g(y) = max(j(y), g(y)). 
More generally, given functions ji: Y + R for i E I, we write V { ji : i E I} for 
the function j given by j(y)= sup{fi(y) : iEI}. We say that the f;: are 
nested if for any i and j we have fi < jj or f, 6 fi. 
1. AN ISOPERMETRIC INEQUALITY IN THE WEIGHTED CUBE 
Let X= 11, . . . . n}, and let rr, . . . . rn > 0. The weighted cube on X with 
ratios r,, . . . . r,, is the cube (power-set) 9(X) equipped with the measure w  
induced from w(A) = niEa ri, A Ed. For a set system d c 9’(X) we 
call w(d) the weight of d. Similarly, ifj is a function on P(X) then the 
weight off is w(j) = Cae PCX) f(A) w(A). Thus the space of random graphs 
corresponds to the case r, = . . . = r,. 
A fractional set system on X, or simply a system on X, is a function f 
from P(X) into the closed interval [0, 1-J. Note that a fractional set system 
is a generalisation of a set system: if j(9)(X)) c (0, 1 } then f is naturally 
identified with the set system & = j-‘(l). We say that f is monotone 
decreasing or simply monotone if j(A) >, j(B) whenever A c B. 
The boundary of a system f is the system ajgiven by 
aj(A)= ' 
i 
if j(A)>0 
max{f(B): /BAAI = 1) if f(A)=O. 
Thus if f(S(X))c (0, l} and f is identified with d =f -r(l) then af is 
identified with the usual boundary of & as a set system. 
We remark here that there are many other plausible definitions of the 
boundary for fractional set systems. For example, one could take 
af~4=mw~~,BAA,.l j(B)). Such alternatives could perhaps be useful 
in other situations. 
A system f which is of the form 
i 
1 if IAl<r 
f(A)= ~1 if IAl=r 
0 if JAJ>r 
for some 0 < r < n and c1 E [0, 11 is called a fractional Hamming ball, or just 
a ball. For 0 <v < w(P(X)) = nisx (1 + ri) we write b” for the (unique) 
ball of weight v. Note that the boundary of a ball is again a ball. 
Our aim is to show that, among monotone systems, balls have the 
smallest boundaries; in other words, that if j is a monotone system of 
582a/56/1-6 
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weight u then w(@) 2 w(c%“). We start by proving this in the simple case 
n = 2. 
LEMMA 1. Let f be a monotone system on { 1,2} of weight v. Then 
w(t3f) 2 w(ab”). 
ProoJ If f(l)=f(2)=0 then b”=f, and if f({l,2))>0 then 8f is 
identically 1, so that 8b” < 8f: Thus we may assume that f( 12) = 0, and, 
w,f(l)>O. 
If f(2) = 0 then w(Jf) = 1+ rl + r,w(f), while w(ab”) < 1 + rl + r2w(b”), 
so that w(Q) > w(8b”). 
Iff(2) > 0 then w(Q) = 1 + rl + rz + rI r2 max(f(l), f(2)), while w(8b”) 6 
1 +r,+r,+r,r,max(b”(l), b”(2)). However, r,b”(l)+r,b”(2)<r,f(l)+ 
r,f(2), and b”(1) = b”(2), from which it follows that max(b”(l), b”(2)) < 
max(f(l), f(2)). Thus w(8J) > w(8b”). 1 
Let f be a system on X= (1, . . . . n}. For l<i<j<n and AcX- 
ij = X- {i, j}, the &section off at A is the system fulA on (i, j} given by 
Note that 
.fj,A(m=f(A"a BC {i,j}. 
w(f)= 1 1 w(AuB)f(AuB) 
AcX-ij Bcij 
= 1 1 w(A)w(B)L~IAB) 
= 1 W(A)W(fij,A). 
ACX-ij 
For any system f, and 1 < i <j d n, we deline a system S,( f ), the 
ij-symmetrisation off, by giving its ij-sections: 
Si/(f)ii,A = b"'(fillA), ACX-ij. 
In other words, the operator S, replaces each g-section off with the ball 
of the same weight. It follows from (1) that w(SV( f )) = w(f ). Note that if 
f is monotone then so is S,( f ). We say that f is ij-symmetrised if S,(f) =J: 
LEMMA 2. Let f be a monotone system on X, and let 1~ i < j < n. Then 
w(q(n) G w(af 1. 
Proo$ For the sake of convenience, write f' for S,( f ). Because of (1 ), 
it is sufficient to show that w((i?f'),i,,) < w((df),,,) for every A c X- ij. 
Fix then an arbitrary set A c X- ij. We have 
(af),i,A=a(Jy,A) ” v {&B :BcX-ij, IBAA = I>, 
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and a similar relation holds with f' in place off: However, the system 
a(f;,,) and the systems fbIB for BcX-ij, IBdAl=l, are nested. 
Moreover, w(f;ls)=w(fqle) for all 4 while Lemma 1 gives 
w(a(f ;I,)) G w(a(f,,.,,)). It follows that w((af’)ijlA) G w((af )ijlA), as 
required. 1 
We are now ready to prove the isoperimetric inequality in the weighted 
cube. 
THEOREM 3. Let f be a monotone system on X of weight v. Then 
w(af) 2 w(8b”). 
Proof: The result is trivial if n = 1, so we may assume that n 2 2. In this 
case it is easy to see that a system which is ij-symmetrised for all i and j 
must be a ball. Thus it is sufficient for us to find a system g which satisfies 
w(g) = w(f) and w(8g) < w(3f) and which is ij-symmetrised for all i and j. 
This will be accomplished by a simple compactness argument. 
Let G = {g E [0, 119@” : g is monotone, with w(g) = w(f) and 
w(8g) < w(df)}. Then G is a (non-empty) compact subset of the product 
space [0, 1 ] 9(x) Furthermore, from Lemma 2, we know that if ge G then . 
S,(g) E G for all i andj. 
For 0 < r < n, write wcr)( g) for xA E~r) w(A) g(A), and let Hc G be the 
set obtained by maximising successively w(‘)(g), w(l)(g), . . . . w(“- l’(g) on G. 
Clearly, g E H implies S,(g) E H for all i and j. Moreover, if g E H then each 
section g,,, either is a ball or satisfies gVIA(@) = 1, giild(ij) = 0. 
Now choose g E H with w(g’12) maximal. We claim that this g is 
ij-symmetrised for all i and j. Indeed, fix 1 < i <j< n, and write g’ for 
S,(g). For AcX-ij, suppose that gb,,#g,,,. Then gii,,(0)= 1 and 
g,iiA(ij)=O. Set a=gqlA(i), b=g,ilA(A, and ~=gk,~(i)=g>,~(j), so that 
ria + r,b = (ri + ri)c. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have 
r,a’i2 + rjb1j2 = (ria)“2r,?2 + (yib)1/2r~/2 
< (rja + rjb)‘j2 (ri + r,)l” 
= (rj + r,)cl”, 
with equality iff a = b. 
It follows that for any A c X- ij we have w(gh&) < w(g;,a1/2), with 
equality iff g,, A = g;, A. Thus by (1) and the choice of g we have g’ = g, as 
required. m 
In particular, we have the following result for (non-fractional) set 
systems. 
COROLLARY 4. Let d be a down-set on X with w(d) 2 w(x( Gr)). Then 
w(&d) 2 w(xCG’+‘)). 
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From this we deduce immediately the corresponding result about 
t-boundaries. 
COROLLARY 5. Let ZZZ be a down-set on X with w(d) > w(X’ Gr)). Then, 
for any t>O, we have w(&(~))> w(X(‘““)). 1 
In the case ri = . . . = rn = 1 (so that w(A) = 1 for all A E 9(X)), it is easy 
to see that Lemma 1 (and so also Lemma 2 and Theorem 3) applies to any 
system f, even if f is not monotone. We thus obtain the following version 
of Harper’s theorem ([7], see also [S, 61). 
THEOREM 6. Let d be a set system on X w&h J&l = /X(Gr)l + C( IX@+ ‘11, 
0 < c( < 1. Then l&II > I$<‘+ ‘)I + a IX(‘+*)l. 1 
2. AN ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITY IN THE WEIGHTED GRID 
We now turn our attention to the grid [k]“. For r,, . . . . r,, > 0, the 
weighted grid with ratios rl, . . . . rn is [k]” equipped with the measure w  
induced from w(x)=ny= i t-7, XE [k]“. Iffis a function on [k]” then the 
weight off is w(f) = C,, Ckl”f(~)~(~). 
Analogously to the cube, a system on [k]” is a function f: [k]” + 
[0, 11. We call f monotone if x <y implies f(x) >f(y). The boundary of a 
system f is the system 8f given by 
if f(x)>0 
maxif :d(x, Y)= 1) if f(x)=O. 
A system f which is of the form 
1 
1 if Cxi<r 
f(x)= a if Cxi=r 
0 if Cxi>r 
forsomeO~r~n(k-1)anda~[O,1]iscalledaball.ForO~o~w([k]“) 
we write b” for the (unique) ball of weight u. 
Our aim is to generalise Theorem 3 from the weighted cube P(X) to the 
weighted grid [k]“. In other words, we wish to show that if f is a 
monotone system on [k]” of weight u then w(af) 2 w(ab”). We start by 
proving this in the case n = 2; although the assertion is simple, its proof 
requires more work than that of Lemma 1, the corresponding result about 
the cube. 
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LEMMA 7. Let f be a monotone system on [k]’ of weight v. Then 
w(df) 3 w(ab”). 
Proof. For any system f on [k]’ and XE [k], i= 1 or 2, the i-section 
off at x is the system fi,, on [k] given by 
filx(Y)=f(xej+Yei)7 Y E Ckl, 
where (J’ > = (1,2) - {il. We have 
w(f)= 1 C w(xej+Yei)f(xej+Yei) 
XE Ckl YE Ckl 
= c c W(X)W(Y)fi,.JY) 
.xs Ckl )‘e [kl 
= -r;k, w(x)w(f&L 
just as for the cube we had (1). 
We wish to define a compression operator Ci which acts on a system f 
by “compressing” each i-section off into a (l-dimensional) ball of the same 
weight. Thus, for a system f on [k12, the system C,(f), the i-compression 
of A is defined by 
Ci(f)i,.x= b”“JIX’, x E [k]. 
Thus w(C,(f))=w(f). Note that iff is monotone then so is Ci(f). We say 
that f is i-compressed if Ci (f) =f: 
We claim that, for a monotone system f, we have w(K,( f )) < w(df ). 
Indeed, writing f’ for C,(f ), it is sufficient to show that 
w((af ‘)ilx) G w((af )il.r) for all x E Ckl. 
Fix then an arbitrary XE [k]. We have 
(af )ijx = a(filx) ” V (fir y : Y E Ckl, 4x7 Y) = 11, 
and a similar relation holds with f’ in place of J However, the system 
d(f iIX) and the systems f i, y for y E [k], d(x, y) = 1, are nested. Moreover, 
w(f :, ,) = w(fi, ,,) for all y, and it is easy to see that a(f iIx) < c!?(f,,,), so that 
~(a(&,)) d w(df,,,)). It follows that w((df’),,,) d w((8f )i,X), proving our 
claim. 
For a monotone system f on [k]*, let G = {g E [0, l] ck12 : g is 
monotone, with w(g) = w(f) and w(Jg) < w(df )}. We must show that there 
is a ball in G. Note first that G is a (non-empty) compact subset of the 
product space [0, 1 ] Cklz. Furthermore, we know that if gE G then 
C,(g)oGfor i=l,2. 
For O<r<2(k- I), write w”‘(g) for ~xEckl~,x,+x2=r w(x)g(x), and 
let Hc G be the set obtained by maximising successively w”)(g), 
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w”‘(g), .  . . )  W(2(k-1))(g) on G. Clearly, every g E H is i-compressed for 
i = 1,2. In other words, if g E H and x, y E [k]’ with x 6 y, x # y, then 
g(y)>0 implies g(x)= 1. 
We claim that every g E H satisfies g(x) = 1 if xi + x2 < r and g(x) = 0 if 
xi +x2 > r, some r. Indeed, suppose not. Then there is a gE H such that 
with r=min{x,+x,:g(x)<l} and s=max{x,+x,:g(x)>O} we have 
r <s. Now, if the functions a~g(a, r-a) and a~g(a, s-a) are both 
monotonic (on their respective domains), then the fact that g is 
i-compressed for i = 1, 2, together with the choice of r and s, means that 
they are either both increasing or both decreasing. 
It follows that we can find x, y E [k]’ with xi + x2 = r, y, + y, = s, such 
that g(x) < g(x - e, + e2) and g(y) > g( y - e2 + e,). For E > 0 small enough, 
we can define a system g’ on [k]’ by 
1 
g(z) + 6 for z=x 
g’(z) = g(z) - ~W(X)lW(Y) for z=y 
g(z) otherwise. 
Then g’ is monotone, with w( g’) = w(g). Moreover, for E sufficiently small 
we have ag’(z)dag(z) for all z#x+e,, with ag’(x+e,)<ag(x+e,)+s if 
x+e,e [k]‘. Also, ag’(y+e,)=ag(y+e,)-sw(x)/w(y). 
It follows that w(ag’) < w(dg), so that g’ E G. However, this contradicts 
the fact that g E H, proving our claim. 
NOW choose g E H with w(g’j2) maximal. We claim that this g is a 
ball. Indeed, suppose not. Then, setting r = max{x, + x2 : g(x) > 0}, 
there is an x with xi +x2 = r such that g(x) #g(x- e, + e,), say g(x) < 
& - el + e2). 
For the sake of convenience, write y for x - e, + e2. Let 
a = (w(x) g(x) + w(y) g(y))/(w(x) + w(v)), and define a system g’ on [k]* 
by 
g’(z)= a 
{ 
for z=x,y 
AZ) otherwise. 
Then g’ is monotone, with w(g’) = w(g). Also, ag’(z) < ag(z) for all 
z # x + e,, with ag’(x + e,) < ag(x + e,) + a - g(x) if x + e, E [k]‘. 
Moreover, ag’(x + ez) = a = ag(x + e2) + a -g(y). 
It follows that w(i3g’) d w(ag), so that g’ E G. Thus also g’ E H. However, 
since g(x) #g(v), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality tells us that 
w(x) g(x)1’2 + W(Y) g(yP2 < (w(x) g(x) + W(Y) s(.Y)P2 (w(x) + W(Y)V2 
= (w(x) + w(y)p2. 
So w(g) < w( g’), contradicting the choice of g. 1 
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Let ,f be a system on [k]“. For 1 < i<j< n and x E [k]? the &section 
offat x is the systemhjlx on [k]Q= [k]{i,i} given by 
&,x(Y) =f(x +v), y E [k-y. 
Note that 
w(f)= c, 1 w(x+Y)f(x+Y) 
XE [k]” ye [k]” 
= c c W(X)W(Y)fii,x(Y) 
XE [k]$ye [k]” 
= x~xp~~fd 
analogously to (1) for the cube. 
For any system A and 1~ i < j < n, we define a system s,(f), the 
ij-symmetrisation off, by giving its ij-sections: 
S,(f )ii,, = b”W, XE [k]? 
Thus w(Su(f))=w(f). Note that iffis monotone then so is S,(f). We say 
that f is ij-symmetrised if S,(f) =J: 
LEMMA 8. Let f be a monotone system on [k]“, and let 1~ i < j< n. 
Then w(&S,(f )) < w(af ). 
ProojI Mirror the proof of Lemma 2, the corresponding result for the 
cube. 1 
We are now ready to prove the isoperimetric inequality in the weighted 
grid. 
THEOREM 9. Let f be a monotone system on [k]” of weight v. Then 
w(8f) 2 w(ab’). 
Proof The result is trivial for n = 1, as in that case we even have 
ab” < af, so we turn our attention to the case n 2 2. Just as for the cube, it 
is easy to see that a system on [k]” which is ij-symmetrised for all i and 
j must be a ball. So we want to find a system g satisfying w(g) = w(f) and 
w(8g) < w(af) which is ij-symmetrised for all i and j. 
This may be accomplished by a simple compactness argument, just as in 
the proof of Theorem 3. 1 
In particular, we have the isoperimetric inequalities for down-sets in 
[k]” corresponding to Corollaries 4 and 5. 
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In the case ri=...= rn = 1, it is easy to see that the proof of Lemma 7 
(and so those of Lemma 8 and Theorem 9 as well) goes through for any 
system f on [k]“, even if f is not monotone. This gives us the following 
isoperimetric inequality for the (unweighted) grid, first proved in [S]. 
THEOREM 10. Let Ac[k]” with IAI>({x:~xi<r}l. Then, for any 
t>O, we haue (At,,(>,l(x:Cxi~r+t)l. 1 
It is worth remaking that, in the proof of Theorem 9, we do not make 
much use of the fact that our grid is a product of paths of equal lengths. 
Indeed, if we extend all our definitions from [k]” to the grid 
[kl] x . . . x [k,], then a proof identical to that of Theorem 9 yields the 
following. 
THEOREM 11. Let f be a monotone system of weight v on the weighted 
grid [k,] x . . . x [k,]. Then w(8f) 2 w(ab”). 1 
What can we say about the infinite grid ZT ? Let us extend all our delini- 
tions from [k]” to Z:, allowing as a ball the constant function 1 on E:. 
Then Theorem 9 has the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 12. Let f be a monotone system of weight u on the weighted 
infinite grid Z: . Then w(df) 2 w(ab”). 
ProoJ If f has finite support then, choosing k so large that suppf, 
supp b’c [k - l-J”, we obtain w(df )> w(8b”) from Theorem 9. In the 
general case, the result follows upon writing f as V {fi : i= 1,2, . ..}. where 
L.(x) = {;(x) 
if x7=, x,di 
if C;=,x,>i, 
so that 8f = V (8fj : i = 1, 2, . ..) and 8b” = V {8b”‘A) : i = 1, 2, . ..). n 
In the case when rl = . . . = rn = 1, Corollary 12 was proved by Wang and 
Wang [9]. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES 
In this section we use some standard relations concerning the binomial 
distribution to estimate the concentration of probability implied by the 
results in Section 1. As in that section, let X= (1, . . . . n>. Form a random 
subset of X by choosing elements of X independently, with probability p. 
Let gp(n) be the probability space of these random subsets. Equivalently, 
$$(n) is the probability space with ground set Y(n), in which the probabil- 
ity of a set A CX is P(A)=piAf(l -p)“-lA’. Note that the space 9$(n) of 
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random graphs of order n, in which the edges are selected independently, 
with probability p, is naturally identified with PP(N), where N = (‘;). 
As usual, we identify a property Q of the subsets of X with the system 
Q c P(X) of subsets having the property. We call Q monotone increasing if 
Q cP(X) is an up-set, i.e., if A E Q and A cBcX imply that BE Q. 
Similarly, Q is a monotone decreasing property if Q c P(X) is a down-set. 
Given a property Q and a natural number t, the property Qctj is defined 
by 
We wish to show that if Q is a monotone (increasing or decreasing) 
property and P(Q) is not too small the P(Q(,,) is exponentially close to 1. 
Since we already have a best possible inequality in the weighted cube, 
namely Corollary 5, all that remains is for us to estimate some values of 
w(x’+‘) using the de Moivre-Laplace theorem. 
AS is customary, we put q = 1 -p and write @(XT) for the distribution func- 
tion of the standard normal distribution, i.e., D(x) = (l/J%) j” o3 e-‘*/* du. 
Corollary 5 and a precise form of the de Moivre-Laplace theorem (see, e.g., 
[2, p. 131) imply the following result. 
THEOREM 13. Let Q be a monotone (increasing or decreasing) property 
of subsets of X= { 1, . . . . n}, let t = x(pqn) ‘I2 be a natural number such that 
x=x(n) = o((pqn)““), and let 0 <y = y(n) < x(n). Suppose that 
Then 
f’,(Q)2(1 +o(l)W-Y). 
p,(Q(t,) 2 1 - (1 + o(~))@(x--Y). I 
An estimate valid for all values of n [2, Corollary 4, p. 11) implies the 
following result. 
THEOREM 14. Let Q be a monotone (increasing or decreasing) property 
of subsets of X and let 
(pqnY2 < t 6 min(pqn/lO, (pqn)2’3/2). 
v 
f’,(Q) > $2 
then 
t 
p,(Qw) 2 1 -o’:z~ - f~izp7n . 
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then 
pp( Q& 2 1 - eCr2’2p4n. 1 
We remark that these inequalities are a considerable improvement upon 
the inequalities one can obtain using Azuma’s inequality [ 1 ] about mar- 
tingales (see [4]). Indeed, Azuma’s inequality gives exponents of the form 
-ct2/n, while here we obtained -ct2jpgn, so our gain is a factor of l/pq. 
Finally, using [2, Theorem 7(i), p. 133, we obtain the following estimates 
concerning large deviations. 
THEOREM 15. Let O<p=p(n) < 1 and O<E =~(n)< & be such that 
.z’pqn > 1. Set p’ = min(p, q). Let Q be a monotone (increasing or decreas- 
ing) property of subsets of X such that 
P,(Q) 3 e ~E2p’n’3. 
Then for t 2 2Ep’n we have 
P,(Q,,,) > 1 - e-F2p’n’3. 1 
Here again, the martingale approach would lose us a factor of 
l/p’ 2 1/2pq. 
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